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By Jennifer Koerber and Michael Sauers

Praise for Emerging Technologies
“Koerber and Sauers bring a vision of library technology that is engaging, refreshing,
and above all practical. Those in search of more fads to embrace or empty platitudes to
quote will need to look elsewhere; this book is full of the kind of useful information and
actionable advice that will not only get you excited to tackle new projects in your
library, but also help those projects succeed.”
— Jim DelRosso, Digital Projects Coordinator. Hospitality, Labor, and
Management Library, Catherwood Library, Cornell University

About Emerging Technologies
Here’s a one-stop snapshot of emerging technologies every librarian should know about and examples that illustrate
how the technologies are being used in libraries today! The e-book includes videos of interviews with librarians that
are using them. The videos are available on a web site for people who purchase the print book.
Each of the chapters of this book offers a brief overview of background information and current events, followed by
a list of advantages and challenges to using these technologies in a library setting. The authors highlight the most
useful or most well-known tools and devices, then specify how these technologies might be used in a library setting.
Finally, they look at a variety of current examples from libraries in the United States and around the globe.

About the Authors
Jennifer Koerber is the Public Instruction Curriculum Development Coordinator for the Boston Public Library and
an independent trainer and speaker on emerging technologies and the social web. She is a self-hacked tech librarian,
and has observed how people interact with technology for more than fifteen years as a children’s librarian, reference
librarian, library branch manager, web services librarian, and now trainer.
Michael Sauers is currently the Technology Innovation Librarian for the Nebraska Library Commission in Lincoln,
Nebraska and has been training librarians in technology for more than fifteen years. He has also been a public library
trustee, a bookstore manager for a library friends group, a reference librarian, serials cataloger, technology
consultant, and bookseller.
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